
�à¨ª« ¤  £÷¤à®¬¥å ÷ª . 1999. �®¬ 1(73), N 1. �. 35 { 37��� 532.5TWO-DIMENSIONAL STOKES FLOW IN A SEMICIRCLEV. V. MELESKO, A. M. GOMILK�Institute of Hydromechanics National Academy of Sciences, Kiev, UkraineReceived 11.11.98�®áâp®¥® â®ç®¥ p¥è¥¨¥ § ¤ ç¨ ® ¤¢ã¬¥p®¬ â¥ç¥¨¨ �â®ªá  ¢ ¯®«ãªpã£¥, ¢ë§¢ ®¥ p ¢®¬¥pë¬ ¤¢¨¦¥¨¥¬ªpã£®¢®© ¨«¨ ¯pï¬®«¨¥©®© £p ¨æë. �p¨¢¥¤¥ë ª®âãpë¥ «¨¨¨ â®ª  ¨ â¨¯¨ç®¥ p á¯p¥¤¥«¥¨¥ áª®p®áâ¨.�®¡ã¤®¢ ® â®ç¨© p®§¢'ï§®ª § ¤ ç÷ ¯p® ¤¢®¢¨¬÷pã â¥ç÷î �â®ªá  ã  ¯÷¢ªpã§÷, ïª  §ã¬®¢«¥  p÷¢®¬÷p¨¬ pãå®¬ªpã£®¢®ù  ¡® ¯pï¬®«÷÷©®ù £p ¨æ÷. � ¢¥¤¥÷ ª®âãp÷ «÷÷ù â®ª  â  â¨¯®¢¨© p®§¯®¤÷« è¢¨¤ª®áâ÷.The exact analytical solution for the two-dimensional Stokes ow in a semicircle due to uniformly moving circular orstraight boundary is obtained. The contour streamline pattern and a typical velocity distribution are shown.INTRODUCTIONTwo-dimensional uid motions in which inertiaforces are negligible compared to viscous forces(creeping or Stokes ows) have been widely studied.The linear form of the governing biharmonic equa-tion yield, in many cases, closed-form solutions forows in some canonical domains. On the other hand,there exists only an approximate solution [5, 6] for aproblem of motion in a semicircle induced by a uni-form tangential velocity at a circular boundary. Inthe present note we provide the exact analytical so-lution for this problem.The method of solution is based on a usage of thebipolar coordinate system. This system for the two-dimensional biharmonic equation was employed earlyfor exact solutions of problems for both Stokes ow[3, 4, 8] and elastic stresses [2, 7] in domains enclosedby eccentric cylinders.1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMConsider Stokes ow inside a semicircle 0 � r � a,0 � � � � generated by either a constant tangentialvelocity V applied at the curved part of the boundary,or a constant tangential velocity U applied at theplane part of the boundary. The rest of the boundaryremains unmovable.The velocity �eld is given in terms of the streamfunction  (r; �) byur = 1r @ @� ; u� = �@ @r ; (1)where  satis�es the biharmonic equation�� = 0; (2)with � = @2@r2 + 1r @@r + 1r2 @2@�2 is the Laplace operatorin the polar coordinates (r; �).

The boundary conditions for equation (2) are either = 0; @ @� = 0 at � = 0; �; 0 � r � a; = 0; @ @r = �V at r = a; 0 � � � �: (3)or = 0; @ @� = U r at � = 0; 0 � r � a; = 0; @ @� = �U r at � = �; 0 � r � a; = 0; @ @r = 0 at r = a; 0 � � � �: (4)2. METHOD OF SOLUTIONThe biharmonic equation (2) for both boundaryconditions (3) and (4) admits exact solution whichcan be obtained by means of bipolar coordinates. Thebipolar coordinate system (�; �) is introduced accord-ing the relationx+ iy = a i ctg � + i�2 ; (5)so that the two poles of the coordinates are locatedon the x-axes at the points (� a; 0). Thenx = r cos � = Jsh �; y = r sin � = J sin �; (6)with J = a=(ch � � cos �), and the semicircle 0 � r �a, 0 � � � � in polar coordinates transforms intothe strip �1 � � � 1, �=2 � � � � in the bipolarcoordinates.The biharmonic equation (2) in the bipolar coor-dinates can be rewritten as@4	@�4 +2 @4	@�2 @ �2+@4	@�4 +2 @2	@�2 �2 @2	@�2 +	 = 0 (7)c �. �. �¥«¥èª®, �. �. �®¬¨«ª®, 1999 35



�à¨ª« ¤  £÷¤à®¬¥å ÷ª . 1999. �®¬ 1(73), N 1. �. 35 { 37for the auxiliary function 	 =  =J .By means of equality@	@� = 1J @ @� +  @(1=J)@� = @ @n� +  sin �a ;(where n� denotes the outer normal to the line � =const) we can reformulate the boundary conditions(3) in terms of 	 as	 = 0; @	@� = 0 at � = 12�; j � j � 1;	 = 0; @	@� = V at � = �; j � j � 1: (8)By choosing a solution of equation (7)	 = A sin � +B cos � + C� sin � +D � cos � ; (9)we can satisfy all boundary conditions (8), providedthat the values of the constants A;B;C;D are:A = 2��2 � 4 V; B = � 2�2�2 � 4 V;C = � 4�2 � 4 V; D = 2��2 � 4 V: (10)Returning from 	(�) in (9) to the stream function (r; �) by means of equalitiesJ sin � = r sin �; J cos � = r2 � a22a ;� = � � arctg 2ar sin �a2 � r2 ;after some reductions, we come to the expression = 2V�2 � 4h�(a2 � r2) + 4ar sin �2a � (11)�arctg 2ar sin �a2 � r2 � �r sin �i:The behaviour of the stream function  near thecorner point rc = a; �c = 0 can be obtained fromexpansion into Taylor series the expression (12) inthe local polar coordinates (�; �) with r cos � = a �� sin�; r sin � = � cos �. The �rst linear on � term is: loc = 4V �4� �2 �� cos �+ 12�� sin�� �24 sin�� ;which corresponds to the Goodier [1] - Taylor [10]solution for a quarter plane � � 0; 0 � � � �=2 withthe constant tangential velocity �V applied at theplane � = 0.The exact solution of (2) for the boundary condi-tions (4) can be derived in a similar way, = � 2U�2 � 4h�ar sin � + a2 � r2a � (12)�arctg 2ar sin �a2 � r2 � 12�2r sin �i:

Fig. 1. Streamline pattern of the Stokes ow in a semi-circle according to exact solution (12). The streamlinesare plotted for the contour lavels  n = 0:015V a n withn = 1; :::;10. The maximum value of the stream functionat the stagnation point is 0:1713V a.
Fig. 2. Streamline pattern of the Stokes ow in a semicir-cle according to approximate solution (14). The stream-lines are plotted for the contour lavels ~ n = 0:015V a nwith n = 1; :::;10.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONFig. 1 shows a streamline pattern for the ow de-scribed by equation (12). The ow forms a singlevortex cell which has one stagnation elliptic pointre = 0:636a; �e = �=2.It was reported [5, 6] that the approximate solutionof the problem (2), (3) is~ = 4V a3 � ra�2 h1� � ra�i sin2 �; (13)with  = (11=3) 12 � 1 = 0:915. It is worth notingthat this solution does not satisfy both the governingbiharmonic equation (2) for the stream function andthe non-slip conditions (3) at the moving boundary.However, the streamline pattern presented in Fig. 2(see also Fig. 8.2.3 in [9]) for the approximate solution(14) has qualitatively similar appearence with Fig. 1.Fig. 3 represents a distribution of the tangentialvelocity u� along the middle line � = �=2 of the cav-ity. Again, we see a reasonable quantitative corre-36 �. �. �¥«¥èª®, �. �. �®¬¨«ª®
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional distribution of the tangential ve-locity u� along the line � = �=2 for exact solution (12),solid line, and approximate solution (14), dashed line.spondence between exact and approximate solutionsin the centre of the cavity. One should note theessential di�erence between velocities at the curvedboundary: the approximate solution provides the val-ue 1:333V instead of the prescribed value V . Besides,the approximate solution underestimates signi�cantlythe velocity near the corner points: at the boundaryr = a the tangential velocity u� varies as 43 V sin2 �instead of being constant. These discrepancies mayhave a crucial importance for a quantitative study ofmixing process in such a cavity.4. CONCLUSIONThus, usage of the bipolar coordinates providesexact analytical solution for Stokes ow in a semi-circle induced by uniform tangential velocities atthe boundary. Such solution seems to be impor-tant for accurate analysis of mixing process in thepartitioned-pipe mixer [5, 6, 9].For a nonuniform velocity distribution along theboundaries the exact solution can be constructed ina form of some integrals. In particular, the case whennonzero constant tangential velocity is applied at theboundary r = a with �0 � � � � � �0 is particularlyinteresting because it can provide both an analyticalexpression of the amplitudes of the Mo�att eddies in
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